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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This is the preliminary lfinal review of a request to make addition to and remodel an existing
single family residence. The addition would include minor "pop-outs" along the front and siãe of
the home, accounting for a total of 67 square feet. The project would includã a new roof structure
and various exterior improvements on the front of the home and within the front yard, including
relocation of the front entry towards the street, new landscaping, a covered sitting area and,
fenced patio.

The project will be reviewed by the Planning Commission to consider a Conditional Use Permit
to allow the existing nonconforming carport to remain without construction of a two-car garage.

Plans are attached as Exhibit A.

PROJECT SETTING

The project site is located 5512 Calle Arena, located in the Concha Loma neighborhood. The
property is located midblock and consists of a property which is roughly 7,300 square feet in
size. The size of the existing residence is 1,854 square feet with an unenclo sed,242 square foot
carport.

The site is zoned Single Family Residential (6-R-1) and has a Low Density Residential
designation (LDR).

PROJECT ANALYSIS

Carpinteria Municipal Code

The following table identifies the project's conformance with Municipal Code requirements:



Standard Requirement/Allowance Proposal

Setbacks

Front

Side
(East)

Side
(West)

Rear

20 feetfrom centerline of
street or 50 feet from property
line, whichever is greater.

7 feet 4 inches

7 feet4 inches

15 feet

Existing 20 feet from centerline of
street and or 50 feet from property
line.

Existing 2 F eet Carport*
Existing 12 Feet 6Inches House

Existing9Feet5lnches

Existing 25 Feet House
Existing 5 Feet CarÞort*

Height 30 feet Existing 13 Feet
Proposed l9 Feet

Building Coverage 35% (2,566 square feet) 323% (2,366 square feet)

Parking 2 Car Garage 1 Car Carport**
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* The existing residence is considered legal non-conforming with respect to its required side and
rear setback. This portion ofthe structure is not proposed to be altered as part ojthis project and
thereþre may remain as is.
**The Proiect will be considered by the Planning Commission to allow the nonconþrming carport to
remain with a Conditional (Jse Permit, thereþre not requiring construction of a two-car garage.

Desisn Review

The project will consist of relocation of the entrance to the home from a side entry to a front
entry, with a new entry stoop. The front of the home will be largely rebuilt and will include a
new gable roof structure and construction of new foundation supports beneath the new additions.
Along with the modifications to the home, the project will include construction of a new covered
patio trellis above apatio to the west of the home and an uncovered patio to the east of the home,
both visible from the street frontage. The project will include removal of an existing vinyl fence
along the frontage line of the property. The front yard would be largely landscaped *ith-tt.*
drought tolerant species and would provide visual screening of the new patio areas from the
street. The applicant has provided color renderings depicting the proposed colors and materials
in brown and beige earth tones. The Board should comment on the proposed exterior
changes, landscaping and materials as presented.

General Plan/Coastal Plan Neishborhood policies

The project site has a General Plan/Local Coastal Plan designation of Low Density Residential
(LDR), and is zoned Single Family Residential (6-R-1). The City's Community óesign Element of
the General Plan contains both general over-arching policies and specific sub-aiea policies. The
project site is in Design Subarea 5 (Concha Loma Neighborhood).
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CITYWIDE COMMUNITY DESIGN OBJECTIVES

Objective CD-l: The size, scale andform of buildings, and their placement on a parcel should be
compatible with adjacent and nearby properties, and with the dominant neighborhood or district
development pattern.

Objective CD'22 Architectural designs based on hístoric regional buildíng types should be
encouraged to preserve and enhance the unique character of the City.

Objective CD-3: The design of the community should be consistent with the desire to protect views
of the mountains and the sea.

The proposed additions and remodel will include only one story elements and would maintain a
height typical of the Concha Loma Neighborhood. The home will continue to relate to other ranch
style homes by maintaining a similar roof plan and exterior trellis elements that currently exist on the
property and on other neighboring homes. The proposed home would remain relatively the same size,
mass and form and therefore the changes to the home would be considered minor and would not
contrast to the unique character of the neighborhood. The Board should consider the overall site
design and compatibility within the neighborhood.

Objective CD-5: The streets of neighborhood interior should be designed to be the "living rooms"
of the neighborhood, where children and adults can safely play or walk. The design and détails of
streets, frontages and buildings should support this objective.

Policy CD-Sa: Main entrances to homes should be oriented to the street. Entry elements such as
porches, stoops, patios andforecourts are encouraged. Such entry elements should be selectedþr
their compatibility with the adjacent houses and the general neighborhood pattern.

The project includes relocation of the homes entry from the side to the front of the home, therefore
improving the homes connection to the street and neighborhood. The entry walkways and stoop
would help to create a more welcoming appeal. In combination with the new entry, the creation of
two outdoor living spaces on either side of the home will encourage more connection with the
neighborhood and generally support the above policies and objectives which encourage
neighborhood interiors to be the living rooms of the City.

Policy CD-Sd: Houses within a neighborhood may vary in materials and style, but strong contrasts
in scale, color and roofþrms should generally be avoided.

Policy CD-10a: Minor variations infront yard building alignments within a block are encouraged.
Relatively steady setback patterns clearly define the public space of the street and reinfort" t.ãU
town character.

The project proposes to use stucco, wood and stone as part of the overall remodel. These materials
would be finished in brown and beige earth tones and would complement the beach side
neighborhood. The proposed landscaping would help to break up the mass of the structure and allow
the home to blend gently into the surroundings. The home will maintain the same front setback and
will align roughly with the homes to either side, creating a predictable visual line from the street.
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Objective CD-13: Ensure that lighting of new development is sensitive to the character and natural
resources of the City and minimizes photopollution to the maximum extentfeasible.

Policy CD-13b: Lighting shall be low intensity and located and designed so as to minimize direct
view of light sources and dffisers and to minimize halo and spillover effects.

The project includes exterior wall sconces, low landscape pole lights and landscape wall lights. The
lights all include frosted glass and will created a diffused light glow. The wall s"ónce, wilibe placed
below the roof overhangs further reducing night sky lighting and light spillover. The lights all
include low watt bulbs and will be shielded or frosted to reduce photopollution and theiefore achieve
the intent of the above objective.

SUB AREA 5 OBJECTIVES & POLICIES

Objective CDS5-2: Preserve the existing residential neighborhoods and their unique
characteristics, and ensure that new development enhances the neighborhood character.

Objective CDS5-3: Ensure that new development is sensitive to the scale and character of the
existing neighborhoods, and consistent with the City's "small beach town" image.

The proposed remodel would maintain the existing scale and character of the existing single family
home. Although the total height of the residence would increase the height of the structure from l3
feet to 19 feet, the project would include a new pitched gable roof, more typical in the neighborhood.
All applicable setbacks would be met by the new addition and the residencè would remain under the
maximum allowed lot coverage requirements. As such, the project would be consistent with the
intent of these two Objectives.

RECOMMENDATION

The Board should provide input on the proposal and if they feel the project meets acceptable design
criteria, and then recommend preliminary/final approval to the Planning Commission with their
comments attached. Should the Board wish to request changes or further review, then the Board may
recommend preliminary approval to the Planning Commission with comments on suggested revisions
or changes to the project to be reviewed at a later date for final consideration.

ATTACHMENTS

Exhibit A- Site Plan, Elevations, Floor plans, & Sections

Exhibit B - Light Details

ExhibitC-Sitelmages



Exhibit A

Site Plans, Elevations, Floor Plans & Sections
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Light Details
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Exhibit C

Site lmages



West Steet View

ffi.

Sotrth Elevation

Project: l3l4 Moon
Residence Remodel and Addirion

5512 Calle Arena
Carpinteria, CA 93013

Photos taken September and October 2OI3



Driveway and'West Courryard Patio Cover West Conrtl'¿¡d Steps

Itoject: I3l4 Moon
Residence Remodel and Addition

5512 Calle Arena
Carpinteria,, CA 930L3

East Courtyard Steps East Side Yard

Photos taken September and October 2013



North Facade Rear Yard

Project: I3l(Moon
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5512 Calle Arena
Carpinteria, CA 93013

Photos taken September and October 2Ol3
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W'esterly Neighbor 5504 Calle Arena

Project: 1314 Moon
Residence Remodel and Addition

5512 C-alle Arena
Carpinteria, CA 930L3
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Easterly Neighbor 5518 Calle A¡-ena

Sorrther\ Neighbor 5511 Calle A¡ena

Photos t¿rken September and October 2013


